BRUSHCUTTERS

ECHO’s innovative line of professional-grade brushcutters can tackle all clearing applications, including rough grass, thickets, shrubs, and dense undergrowth.

SUGGESTED BRUSHCUTTER APPLICATION

SRM-225U
Perfect for users that need to clear light saplings or brush.
- Offset U-handle with stop switch and throttle lock-out
- Includes 8-tooth blade

SRM-2620U
Great for pro-level brushcutting and heavy clearing.
- 1.35 hp for fast, efficient cutting
- Handle folds parallel to unit for storage and transport
- Blade sold separately

SRM-3020U
For pros and more powerful, ideal for extreme clearing.
- 1.8 hp for increased cutting ability
- Handle folds parallel to unit for storage and transport
- Blade sold separately

SRM-410U
Our most powerful pro option - blade-ready, will clear bushes and small trees.
- Solid steel drive shaft for smooth acceleration and light weight
- Pleated paper air filter for use in harsh conditions
- Offset U-handle with stop switch and throttle lock-out

See page 61 for additional features and specifications.